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By Paul Rosenfeld,
SFF-SIG President

Less filling,
  great taste

“  

“  ”

Long-term value is derived from

producing a set of specifications that 

enable industry suppliers to develop 

and market a set of interoperable and

interchangeable components.

SMALL FORM FACTOR
SIG

I
t’s impossible for any standards organization to produce 
earthshaking new industry standard specifications every 
few months or even every year. First, there’s an incredible 
amount of work that members must do to define, analyze, 
and test new specs before they are published – and they still 

have to do their day job while this is going on. Secondly, there 
just aren’t that many opportunities – although the recent flurry of 
configurations or “pinout types” indicates that any excuse for a 
spec is a good excuse. So what is a standards organization to do 
between specs that will merit continued investment in member-
ship by the members? This brings up the old debate as to whether 
a standards organization is a technical organization or a mar-
keting organization. It’s like the light beer commercials of the
90s: Less filling. Great taste. It’s both.

Clearly, the technical element drives a standards organization. 
Long-term value is derived from producing a set of specifica-
tions that enable industry suppliers to develop and market a set
of interoperable and interchangeable components. They allow 
system OEMs to count on this interoperability and interchange-
ability without question. Without these specifications, there 
would be chaos in the market. And it’s only right that members 
of the organization participate in the definition, have first access 
to these specifications, and vote their approval or disapproval for 
release. But once a spec hits the street, it’s open to everyone. 

The next step
After release of a specification, the role of the standards orga-
nization shifts. Using the resources gathered from membership
dues, the organization engages in promotional and market-
ing activities to raise awareness and educate the market about 
the new specifications. There are several “gotchas” that creep 
into play at this point. First, these marketing activities benefit 
not only those members who participated in the definition and 
were early adopters of the spec, but also non-members who have 
implemented products to the specification. So membership dues 
paid by Company A benefit Company B who is not paying dues. 
Secondly, some members think that since there is no spec under 
development that interests them, they need not continue with 
their membership. 

This gets us to the insidious fact that while there is significant
and widespread respect for these standards organizations
as technical bodies developing and maintaining specs, there is 
little recognition or respect for their marketing activities. In fact, 
several of these organizations don’t do any marketing at all. So 
this becomes an industrial version of publish or perish. Either we 
keep members interested in new specs (or types), or face drops 
in membership, revenue, and the ability to educate and promote 
awareness of everything the organization does.

For the good of the industry
Where do we start to fix this? First, the perception that mem-
bers are paying a fee to have their engineering director sit on a
working group committee has got to go. Member dues support 
the continued existence of the organization and allow it to pursue 
all of its goals including promoting the widespread adoption of 
its specifications. 

Secondly, since member representatives are usually engineers 
(more likely engineering managers), they have little or no interest 
in marketing topics. It is important for each member company to 
have both a technical representative and a marketing representa-
tive. In too many member companies the marketing guys don’t 
know or care what is going on in the standards organization. 

Thirdly, industry players need to stop looking for an ROI on
their dues. The return is that the organization continues to exist to 
the benefit of the entire industry. I don’t look for an ROI on my 
contribution to the American Cancer Society (although I might 
benefit from a cure my contribution helped fund if I should get 
cancer) – it’s a contribution to an important cause that benefits 
everyone. 

Too many times over the years I’ve heard the refrain: “We don’t 
see anything in it for us this year.” If you believe the organiza-
tion provides a benefit to the industry by its very existence, this 
argument is selfish and petty. You become a member and provide 
financial support because you believe everyone benefits collec-
tively from the activities of the organization. So my message is 
this: If you are not a member, join. If you are a member, renew. 
Participate often. 

                            Small Form Factor Special Interest Group
                        650-961-2473

                       info@sff-sig.org
                       www.sff-sig.org
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block” system that is always ready to expand or change as the
application evolves. The flexibility of PC/104 is especially
valuable during system development. There’s no need to
purchase a new backplane or order PCB changes to test a new 
feature; add or change a hardware feature by simply plugging
a new card into the stack. This kind of instant gratification is a
big help to anyone’s development budget and timeline. 

One solid block
The stacking design includes another benefit, which is basically 
free as it adds nothing to the cost of the board. PC/104 systems 
excel at physical ruggedness. It’s easy to see that the typical desk-
top PC expansion card plugged into a motherboard at a right angle 
is not going to last long in an environment with any vibration or 
shock. Industrial or embedded form factors that are designed for 
more rugged use, such as CompactPCI, use expensive chassis 
to secure each card. In contrast, PC/104 boards bolt directly to 
each other, forming an extremely rugged cube of boards. In most 
situations, no chassis or mechanical reinforcement of any kind 
is needed. 

Lower system cost
Putting together a typical PC/104 system doesn’t require any 
backplanes, chassis, baseboards, NRE fees, or other start-up
or overhead costs. Purchasing just the board(s) needed in the 
system, and plugging them into each other, is all that’s required. 
When considering the cost of high-speed backplanes and the 
associated chassis needed around them, the advantage of the 
PC/104 stacking approach is obvious. 

Selecting the right format 
It should be noted that there isn’t a single PC/104 standard.
There are many related formats available, from the slow-and-
steady ISA bus implementations of the original PC/104 bus
specifications, to versions with PCI, to the latest PCI Express 
versions with x16 lane I/O. The single PC/104 specification
has given way to a rich family of formats that are all based 
on the stacking concept. There are literally hundreds of off-
the-shelf PC/104 CPU and I/O expansion boards available 
from a wide variety of vendors. For more information, check 
out the product search page on the PC104.org website and 
search PC/104 and Small Form Factors’ product database at
www.smallformfactors.com/products before your next project.

T
he original PC/104 format and the PC/104 Consortium, 
which has extended and evolved that original standard,
have been around for a while. In fact, 2012 is the
Consortium’s 20th year, which is quite a long time in a 
technology-based industry. So before we start the party 

(20 years is definitely worth celebrating), let’s take a minute to 
look at the whole idea of a “stacking” architecture and all the 
benefits it provides to system designers.

Without question, the most important aspect of the PC/104 
formats is the ability to “stack” boards together as a means to 
connect expansion boards (Figure 1). The stacking concept was 
undoubtedly born from a desire to support a lot of flexibility in 
system expansion. Unlike formats before it, the PC/104 format 
did not provide just a single expansion connector or a mezzanine 
board, but ran the entire set of bus signals up through the stack. 
Today this may not seem like a very revolutionarily idea, but it 
was a powerful concept compared to other form factors designed 
around motherboards, card cages, and backplanes. 

[Figure 1 | PC/104’s ability to stack boards together to connect expansion boards can be considered its most important aspect.]

PC/104 Consortium 
408-337-0904

info@pc104.org
www.pc104.org

By Len Crane,
PC/104 Consortium 

President

The advantages
are still “stacking” up

PC/104
CONSORTIUM

Figure 1  |  
PC/104’s 
ability to stack 
boards together 
to connect 
expansion 
boards can be 
considered its 
most important 
aspect.

(Small) size matters 
One of the “big” PC/104 advantages is its size. At only
3.6" x 3.8" (90 mm x 96 mm), PC/104 systems can be used in 
many applications where other formats simply won’t fit. But its 
stacking design also brings a big advantage to the Z-axis: height. 
The height of the stack is up to the user. If a system can be created 
with only one or two cards, then the enclosure can be low profile 
(the cards are spaced 0.6" – 15.24 mm – apart). If more expansion 
is needed, the enclosure can be sized to fit. Unlike backplane-
based systems, there are no empty slots that take up space, even 
when there is no expansion function being used. 

Flexible to fit any application
Flexibility is PC/104’s middle name. It’s a modular “building 
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Designing for rugged, small form factor applications presents 

challenges, but there are form factors and manufacturing techniques that 

accommodate most requirements for either general or application-specific 

design. Mobility and environmental extremes are critical considerations 

for transportation applications; however, by selecting the right core and 

rugged framework, focusing on and prioritizing any added customization 

becomes a much simpler mission.

T
ransportation means movement. Movement means variability. Variability means 
design challenges. When building a small form factor embedded computer for 
transportation applications, there are inherent design challenges regardless 
of application-specific requirements. In fact, it can be argued that small form 
factor design trends are paradoxical. As form factor size decreases, function-

ality requirements increase. And at the same time that processing power requirements 
heighten, lower power consumption and lower thermal output are expected. Now
add to that the requirement for ruggedness to accommodate for the shock, vibration, 
humidity, and temperature extremes and variance inherent in mobile and outdoor
applications; developers are often left wondering where they can safely compromise 
while still meeting overall application design specifications. Knowing the application’s 
needs and what already exists on the market that fits those requirements makes trans-
portation design less daunting.

Choosing formats
PC/104 and Embedded Board eXpandable
(EBX) are good format options for 
designs that can handle slightly larger 
Single Board Computer (SBC) form
factors. Intended for data acquisition
in rugged environments, the PC/104 
embedded computing format has no
backplane, instead allowing modules to 
stack together like building blocks more 
rugged than typical bus connections in 
PCs. And with just 46 square inches of 
surface area (8" x 5.75"), EBX balances 
size and functionality with a bolt-down 
SBC format, supporting rugged embed-
ded designs with higher-performance 
Central Processing Units (CPUs) – such 
as those using multicore technology for 
networking, Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP), and graphics-heavy applications – 
and generous onboard Input/Output (I/O) 
functions to support everything from 
large data exchange to video. 

However, the most extendable and cus-
tomizable application design method 
accommodates a broad range of custom 
and off-the-shelf needs by using modu-
larity. Computer-On-Modules (COMs) 
are complete embedded computers built 

IT'S A SMALL (FORM FACTOR) WORLD
I n d u s t r a l / t r a n s p o r t a t i o n

Getting to the
core of rugged 
transportation 

systems:
Overcoming challenges 

of both general and 
application-specific design

By Jeff Munch
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on a single circuit board for use in small 
or specialized applications requiring low 
power consumption or small physical 
size. Though they are compact (ETX/
XTX at 114 mm x 95 mm and COM 
Express at 125 mm x 95 mm) and highly 
integrated, COMs can accommodate 
complex CPUs.

With the COM approach, all generic 
PC functions are readily available in an 
off-the-shelf core module. A custom-
designed carrier board complements the 
COM with additional functionality that 
is required for specific applications. The 
carrier board provides all the interface 
connectors for peripherals, such as storage, 
Ethernet, keyboard/mouse, and display. 
This modularity allows the designer to 
upgrade the COM on the carrier board 
without changing any other board design 
features, and also allows more custom-
ization of peripherals as dictated by a 
specific application. 

COMs allow system developers to focus 
on their core competencies and the 
unique functions of their systems. The 
COM Express form factor offers flexibil-
ity in the development and advancement 
of ultra-rugged embedded applications 
for a plethora of industries, including 
transportation. By using the modular 
processing block, the designer creates a 
price and value advantage; he/she isn’t 
locked into a single vendor for board 
creation and can customize based on 
pricing and performance requirements. 
Because it is easily swapped from a 
carrier board and comes in one of the 
smallest form factors, COM Express is 
ideal for long-life embedded applica-
tions with a critical development cycle, 
as well as more progressive applications 
that require frequent processor upgrades 
without affecting other application design 
elements.

Designing for harsh environments 
in transportation
Transportation solutions are most often 
housed outdoors or in moving vehicles, 
where exposure to a variety of climates 
dictates the need to operate in extended 
temperatures and to power up in any 
extreme. The easiest initial step is to 
select a rugged board or system that is 
designed for harsh environments from 
the ground up. To support the extremes 
of shock, vibration, humidity, and tem-
perature, care is given to component 
selection, circuit design, Printed Circuit 
Board (PCB) layout and materials, thermal 
solutions, enclosure design, and manu-
facturing process. Robust test methods, 
including Highly Accelerated Life Testing 
(HALT), ensure optimal product design 
phases in order to meet a product’s stringent 

requirements, such as -40 °C to +85 °C operating temperature range, MIL-STD, shock 
and vibration, and long-term reliability.

Onboard train systems also deal with high concentrations of sulfur and humidity 
when going through tunnels. Designers can look for boards with conformal coating to 
reduce degradation from such exposure. Conformal coating is used in small form factor 
manufacturing rather than potting, which is a similar process that uses a heavier material 
and is harder to inspect, test, and repair. Though considered the highest level of environ-
mental protection, potting encapsulates the entire PCB, which adds weight and expands 
the dimensions of a unit. Even an extra millimeter can be critical in small form factor 
design, which is why conformal coating – with a single-part material that conforms to 
the board – is a better option. A variety of conformal coating materials (such as acrylic, 
polyurethane, epoxy, and silicone) and application methods (such as brushing, spraying, 
and dipping) are currently used to protect against moisture, dust, chemicals, and tempera-
ture extremes that can potentially damage electronics. The correct coating or application 
method varies depending on established standard operating conditions for an application. 
With transportation applications, different coatings may be selected based on a primary 
need for moisture resistance versus abrasion resistance versus temperature stability.
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Another challenge 

with designing in 

small form factors is 

that current power 

supply technology 

can put limits on size 

reduction.

the overall surface area, protecting elec-
tronic components from damage due to 
vibration. The thicker PCB also offers the 
ability to use more copper between layers 
for thermal considerations. Heat is a com-
mon unwanted by-product of processing 
power. In addition to cooling fans and 
large heat sinks, which may not always be 
usable for compact, mobile transportation 
designs, PCBs with adequate amounts of 
integrated copper facilitate heat conduc-
tion away from temperature-sensitive 
electronic components to prevent perfor-
mance degradation.

Another challenge with designing in 
small form factors is that current power 
supply technology can put limits on size 
reduction. Rugged designs, specifically, 
require a robust onboard power controller 
to support a wide operating temperature 
range – on average of -20 °C to +70 °C. An
onboard power controller is also critical 
for mobile transportation applications to 
support multiple data usage requirements, 
such as collecting video, remotely check-
ing the health of onboard system devices, 
and sending command controls.

Balancing connections
For an in-vehicle or outdoor video/audio 
capture application design, the board 
itself needs high-performance graphics 
and host interface support for multiple 
peripherals. In addition to the integration 
of a video camera, features such as remote 
monitoring and wireless video down-
load call for some form of connectivity. 
Both satellite and cellular connectivity 
require either an antenna or a device 
with an antenna to connect directly to 
the system. Ample Ethernet and serial 
interface ports with at least one port 
supporting RS-232/422/485 for Transmit 
and Receive are critical to accommo-
date function-specific peripherals. 

Case study: Onboard locomotive 
video system
A leading global supplier of technology 
solutions for railroads wanted to develop 

Maintaining performance while mobile
Transportation applications typically need as much functionality as possible in the 
smallest form factor, meaning the controller may be burdened with extreme loads of 
information and intricate tasks. Rugged computing solutions also demand more memory 
space than ever before for both data storage and application performance. Options for 
storage include rotating Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) for economy or Solid-State Drives 
(SSDs), which are truly rugged, but also come at a higher price point (cents per GB for 
HDDs versus dollars per GB for SSDs). SSD microchips that retain data in non-volatile 
memory chips and an absence of moving parts make them less susceptible to physical 
shock, altitude, and vibration issues. SSDs have faster access time and lower latency than 
do HDDs, but SSDs cannot provide the capacity of an HDD; because of the higher cost 
per GB, SSDs are typically no larger than 120 GB, while HDDs average 500 GB to 1 TB. 
Higher performing HDDs also require heavier materials than either a standard HDD or 
the flash memory and circuit board materials of SSDs. 

With in-vehicle surveillance applications, vibration control is critical for capturing 
quality video. Some rugged boards offer a thicker PCB fabrication to add rigidity so the 
board can withstand higher levels of vibration strain. The thicker PCB offers stability to 

“  

 ”
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an onboard locomotive video/audio cap-
ture system to aid in accident investiga-
tions and provide safety training to crews. 
In addition to video and audio recording, 
requirements for the system included 
remote monitoring and control, real-time 
health monitoring, and wireless video 
download. The system also needed to 
incorporate solid-state media in a sealed, 
tamper-resistant housing. 

Ampro by ADLINK is a line of extreme 
rugged embedded computers and systems 
that provides designers of rugged appli-
cations with a head start to development. 
For the onboard locomotive video/audio 
capture system, designers created a rug-
ged solution around the Intel embedded 
architecture and EBX SBC form factor. 
The design accommodated both the 
functionality and rugged requirements for 
the train system with dual Ethernet, CRT 
and flat panel video, multiple serial and 
USB ports, SATA and IDE interfaces, 
CompactFlash socket, PCIe Mini Card 
socket, high-definition audio, and General 
Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) support.

A critical byproduct of on-site video/audio 
capture is reduced litigation and settle-
ment costs due to accurate incident 
reporting. System reliability is critical to 
users in terms of Return On Investment 
(ROI), so designers should build using 
products that provide documented uptime 
in their specifications and meet the indus-
try standard of EN50155. Because of the 
cost and complex nature of embedded 
computing solutions for transportation, 
qualification can take a very long time, 
requiring designers to look for products 
with a long lifecycle. One way to ensure 
system longevity is to build with products 
that follow the roadmap of an established 
architecture.

Optimal designs for transportation
Though designing for rugged small 
form factor applications presents chal-
lenges, there are form factors and manu-
facturing techniques that accommodate 
most requirements for either general 
or application-specific design. Formats 
such as PC/104, EBX, and COMs have 
been created specifically to address rug-
ged embedded system needs, while also 
handling complex CPU technology for 
applications that require heavy process-
ing power. Modularity also helps design-
ers create customizations while taking 
into account cost and value requirements. 
The bottom line for any rugged design, 
whether for transportation, military, 
energy, or infrastructure, is to understand 
all application requirements and how/
where existing formats and products can 
address those needs. By selecting the 

right core and rugged framework, focusing on and prioritizing any added customization 
becomes a much simpler mission.

Jeff Munch is CTO of ADLINK Technology and heads all R&D 
operations in North America and Asia. Jeff has more than 20 years 
of experience in hardware design, software development, and 
engineering resource management. Before joining the company, 
he spent five years at Motorola Computer Group as Director of 
Engineering. Jeff is Chair of the COM Express R2.1 Subcommittee, 
Chair of the AdvancedTCA Subcommittee, and Chairman of the 
PICMG COM Express Plug-and-Play Subcommittee. 
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IT'S A SMALL (FORM FACTOR) WORLD
I n d u s t r a l / t r a n s p o r t a t i o n

Secure and 
ubiquitous: 
Vehicle 
computers 
bring new 
security 
challenges

      By J. Scott Gardner

Proprietary vehicle system 

platforms are giving way to 

affordable hardware and software 

from standards-based embedded 

systems, many of which derive their 

heritage from mobile computers 

and wireless networks. A computing 

device on a vehicle can tap into 

the same wireless networks as any 

other mobile computer, allowing an 

enterprise to extend its own network 

into the mobile fleet of vehicles. The 

technical challenge has shifted to 

the need for secure computing and 

communication after the divergence 

from using proprietary networks.

F
or decades, vehicle-based computing has been a siren call to embedded
system developers who are lured by the enticing notion that after-market embed-
ded computers are needed for billions of cars, trucks, trains, buses, forklifts, 
road equipment, farm vehicles, and virtually anything else that moves. Most 
expeditions into these vehicle-based computing markets have ended up on 

the rocks; specialized services companies, however, are an exception that found safe
passage through market niches that required custom hardware and proprietary wireless
networks. While inherently more secure than open platforms, proprietary solutions
created a barrier to the growth of vehicle computing. New standards-based approaches to 
small form factor computing and wireless networking have brought cost and complexity 
down enough to open up broader markets that span from GPS-based anti-theft devices 
to entertainment systems, from inventory management consoles to card-readers, from 
cars to forklifts, and so on for hundreds of evolving product categories. These applica-
tions bring new requirements for secure computing, and embedded system designers 
should turn to hardware-based cryptography over software methods to meet the power 
constraints for vehicle-based SFF devices.

Security now a high priority for portable systems
While modern, vehicle-based computers share many technical features with portable 
Internet devices, designers face challenging constraints that require a rugged, fanless 
design with a broad range of connectivity options (Figure 1). Vehicle computing can 
adapt standards-based mobile technology to create cost-effective SFF systems, but the 
security issues may be even more severe for a vehicle computer than for a portable device. 
Vehicle computers differ from portable systems in a fundamental way that impacts
security: While a laptop or tablet is expected to be physically secured and disabled if 
lost or stolen, the computer system in a vehicle may require a secure design to resist 
tampering that might compromise the communications network or vehicle systems. For 
instance, consider the security concerns for a mobile kiosk in the back seat of a taxi. In 
the past, a kiosk designer might have minimized the security features, anticipating that 
the product would operate in a public location. Instead, the kiosk can now be portable 
and perhaps subject to physical tampering. The owner of the corporate network cannot 
always guarantee physical security for the vehicle computer, so the system needs robust 
cryptography that also resists tampering by malicious software that can infect the device. 
[Figure 1 | An embedded mobile computing device for vehicle computing often has requirements such as a rugged fanless design with many connectivity options (VIA ART-5450 In-Vehicle Embedded Computer with external GPS antenna).]

Cryptography validated for the U.S. government 
First of all, designers of vehicle computers can take advantage of security standards 
that have been developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
as part of Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 cryptography. All
FIPS 140-2 systems require the use of certified cryptographic algorithms, which must 
be validated by independent testing labs. Even if a vehicle system designer doesn’t 
need full FIPS 140-2 certification, these U.S. government standards provide excellent
guidelines for building secure systems.

Figure 1  |  An embedded 
mobile computing device 

for vehicle computing often 
has requirements such as a 
rugged fanless design with 
many connectivity options 

(VIA ART-5450 In-Vehicle 
Embedded Computer with 

external GPS antenna).
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These standards also specify varying 
levels of physical security that can be 
used to protect the embedded comput-
ing system in a vehicle computer. For 
example, FIPS 140-2 Security Level 2 
requires that a system shows evidence 
of tampering and authenticates the role 
of the user, but the system doesn’t nec-
essarily have to defend against physical 
attack. Level 3 requires identity-based 
authentication and some physical defense 
against tampering. Level 4 is reserved 
for the most-secure systems and requires 
an “envelope of protection” that seals 
the system from all attacks. For embed-
ded system designers, complying with 
Levels 3 and (especially) 4 can be a 
thermal design challenge because the 
systems are sealed with little airflow. 
This thermal restriction becomes prob-
lematic for designs that require a high- 
performance processor to run software-
based encryption. 

Better security with
hardware-based cryptography 
With the transition away from proprietary 
wireless networks, vehicle computers 
must create an encrypted tunnel through 
less-secure mobile Internet connections. 
Secure systems might use software meth-
ods such as Internet Protocol Security 
(IPsec) to encrypt packets, or the vehicle 
computer designer could implement a 
higher layer protocol, such as Transport 
Layer Security (TSL) or Secure Sockets 
Layer (SSL), to encrypt records of encap-
sulated packets. Each of these protocols 
requires a secure cipher for the actual 
encryption of data. Most secure systems 
handling financial transactions (as well 
as the U.S. government) now require an 
encryption cipher that is based on the 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), 
but the processing overhead for AES 
encryption can dramatically limit the data 
rate. Hardware-based security implemen-
tations accelerate AES and are inherently 
more efficient, delivering better security 
within the SFF design constraints of a 
vehicle computer.

Software cryptography data rates 
limited by CPU power consumption
Software-based cryptography can be 
more than a hundred times slower than 
the equivalent algorithm running in 
hardware, a comparison documented by 
Michael Ludvig in 2005[1] after testing 
with OpenSSL (AES-128 EBC mode 
on 8K blocks). While a desktop com-
puter may have enough performance to 
implement software cryptography, an 
embedded system is power-constrained 
and may not be able to process high data 
rates in a fanless design. To quantify the 
power constraints, system designers can 

reference vendor testing with OpenSSL (AES-256-CBC with 8K blocks), while normal-
izing the data for CPU Thermal Design Power (TDP). Using standard OpenSSL tests, 
a high-end workstation CPU was not able to exceed 4 MBps/W (TDP) using software-
based encryption. However, an embedded CPU with hardware acceleration can deliver 
90 MBps/W (TDP) of AES-encrypted data[2]. While a vehicle computer may not need 
high data rates for a wireless Internet communication channel, some systems communi-
cate with other devices in the vehicle and require a secure, high-speed connection. Some 
vehicle computers may include non-volatile local data storage, requiring the system to 
encrypt the file system in real time and avoid the security risks of systems that are not 
physically secured.

Software cryptography’s less random number entropy
Good security starts with good random numbers, and hardware-based random num-
ber generation is faster with better entropy (randomness). Software-generated random 
numbers are calculated from samples of multiple, independent system events to create 
pseudo-random numbers. A hardware random number generator uses a specialized cir-
cuit to measure a statistically random hardware event, such as thermal noise on a diode 
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or by XORing multiple, free-running oscillators. While a hardware implementation can 
produce more than 10 Mbps of random numbers with high entropy, the speed of software 
will depend on the number of events that are monitored to improve randomness. Using 
fewer events can increase the security risk that an attacker might predict a random num-
ber by manipulating the events the software is measuring. Additionally, a software-based 
random number generator operates on values in memory, which could be compromised 
with physical access.

Hardware cryptography requires a trade-off between cost and security
Higher levels of security require a dedicated, tamper-resistant cryptoprocessor with 
trusted key storage and network authentication. However, the extra hardware adds cost 
to the system – especially for vehicle computers that need AES encryption with high 
data rates. Most cryptoprocessors are low-performance microcontrollers that are used 
for securing transactions, though enormous volumes have been shipped with smart cards. 
The most cost-effective approach to securing high-speed data on a vehicle computer 
would use the existing host CPU and transparently accelerate cryptographic algorithms. 
With CPU acceleration, most cryptographic operations can run at the full speed of the 
memory, effectively removing cryptography as a performance bottleneck. The system 
architecture could also use a physically secured cryptoprocessor in conjunction with 
a CPU that accelerates the high-speed cryptography, while creating a trusted comput-
ing environment for software. Some high-end Intel processors now support Advanced 
Encryption Standard New Instructions (AES-NI) cryptographic acceleration. All VIA 
Technologies processors, including the VIA Nano CPU used in its vehicle computers,
integrate hardware cryptography through its PadLock implementation of AES
(FIPS 197) and Secure Hash (FIPS 180-2), which have both received NIST validation. 

Networking options still available in a secure system
As vehicle computing continues to expand to more applications, hopefully system 
designers will recognize the need for secure computing in all devices that have some risk 
of compromised data. With modular systems, a wide variety of wireless interfaces can 
be customized onto a secure computing platform. Figure 2 shows an open view of the

ART-5450, which includes an Em-ITX 
form factor board, from VIA Technologies;
it allows the system designer to tailor the 
triple-antenna system to optionally sup-
port GPS modules and Wireless Local 
Area Network (WLAN) technologies 
like Bluetooth and 802.11x, while also 
offering options for Wireless Wide Area
Networking (WWAN) modules to match 
the chosen service provider. 
[Figure 2 | An Interior view of an in-vehicle PC shows a modular approach to wireless connectivity for secure vehicle computing (VIA ART-5450 In-Vehicle Embedded Computer with GPS, WLAN, and WWAN).]

Security standards will help grow 
vehicle computing
The siren song of vehicle computing is 
as loud as ever, but many of the hidden 
dangers have been overcome as compo-
nent suppliers have continued to integrate 
functionality – first into embedded CPU 
boards, and now into subsystem products 
that are thermally, mechanically, and elec-
trically optimized for vehicle computing. 
With more CPU vendors enabling crypto-
graphic acceleration as a standard feature, 
the system designers won’t have to trade 
off security to meet other design goals for 
vehicle computing. The system develop-
ers can build on a secure platform while 
creating entirely new classes of products 
for the rapidly growing vehicle comput-
ing markets.
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IT'S A SMALL (FORM FACTOR) WORLD
I n d u s t r a l / t r a n s p o r t a t i o n

StackPC:
  Better performance, 
    more flexibility
By Pavel Shamsutdinov

A draft of the proposed StackPC standard designed by Fastwel has been 

submitted to the PC/104 Consortium and is currently under review by its 

technical committee. The StackPC specification combines advantages 

of PC/104 specifications from the PC/104 Consortium and the family of 

Computer-On-Modules (COMs) from the PICMG Consortium.

C
urrent embedded systems based 
on ISA or PCI bus stacks used 
in PC/104, PC/104-Plus, and 
PCI-104 types of modules have 
lost their competitive edge 

against other high-performance solu-
tions for the majority of modern technical
applications. Moreover, most of the newest
chipsets for modern processor platforms 
do not include PCI bus support. Never-
theless, the PC/104 form factor remains 
attractive for a wide range of applica-
tions such as onboard systems, robotics,
pilotless vehicles, and industrial automa-
tion – where the size-to-performance ratio 
matters. The adaptation of the PC/104 
specification to present-day requirements 
by adding PCI Express, SATA, USB, and 
other high-performance interfaces is the 
next logical step for the form factor.

Updating the interface
Due to its compact size, the PC/104 
form factor, coupled with the continu-
ous growth of feature sets, presents some 
difficulties in the placement of necessary 
components and sufficient numbers of 
standard input/output connectors in state-
of-the-art computer or add-on modules. 
It is also important to note that PC/104 
modules are mostly designed for opera-
tion in harsh environments and require 
installation inside an enclosure to protect 
them from mechanical, electromagnetic, 
or environmental impacts. Therefore, 
embedded systems manufacturers often 
have to bring all interfaces from the CPU 
or expansion boards to the front panel of 
an enclosure using flat cables and, most 
of the time, unshrouded pin headers. 

One way to avoid this potentially unsafe 
and inconvenient practice is to aggregate 
the main set of input/output interfaces in 
stack connectors. The absence of cabling 
inside an enclosure improves convection, 
noise immunity and durability, reduces 
conducted emissions, and, consequently, 
increases system effectiveness and
reliability. Interfaces combined in stack 
connectors can be brought to the front 
panel of the enclosure using an inexpen-
sive and efficient solution: a terminal 
interface module carrying the necessary 
set of standard interface connectors, 
which is implemented in the StackPC 
standard.
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Like other modules from the PC/104 family, the StackPC system does not require 
an expensive backplane; it is self-sufficient, only requiring a main power supply and 
connecting the necessary peripheral devices (Figure 1). 
[Figure 1 | The StackPC system in an individual enclosure.]

StackPC defines a new standard for stackable modular architectures based on modern 
high-bandwidth serial interconnects such as PCI Express with x1/x4/x8/x16 links, SATA, 
USB 2.0, USB 3.0, Gigabit Ethernet, and DisplayPort, as well as LPC, SPI, SMBus, 
and others used to provide support for low-bandwidth interconnects. Additionally, 
StackPC provides support for the legacy 32-bit 33 MHz PCI bus to preserve PCI/104, 
PC/104-Plus, and PCI/104-Express module compatibility, making it a powerful yet
flexible solution for modern computer and high-speed data-acquisition systems. 

StackPC configurations
There are five configurations of StackPC modules. All configurations are mechani-
cally and electrically compatible with each other but the set of supported interfaces 
differs. The configurations are: StackPC, StackPC-PCI, StackPC-FPE, HSI, HSI-FPE 
(Figure 2). 
[Figure 2 | Basic view of possible StackPC layouts.]

The StackPC specification defines the 
following types of stack connectors: 
StackPC, PCI-104, HSI, and FPE. The 
StackPC connector is identical to the 
PCI/104-Express connector defined in the 
PCI/104-Express and PCIe/104 specifi-
cations by the PC/104 Consortium. The 
PCI Express connector was designed 
for the PC/104 Consortium to match the 
PC/104 standard 0.600" (15.24 mm) stack 
height and standoff tolerances. It was 
tested to ensure it met the PC/104 dura-
bility and PCI Express signal integrity 
requirements. 

HSI and FPE connectors in the StackPC-
FPE, HSI, and HSI-FPE configurations 
are based on the SEAF/SEAM series 
connectors from Samtec’s High Speed/
High Density Open Pin Field connec-
tors, and are suitable for StackPC stack 
organization with high-speed interface 
support. Currently their usage concerning 
the appropriate certification and qualifi-
cation tests for stackable PCIe and SATA 
interconnects is under review. 

Different, but not too different
The PCI-104 connector is electrically and 
mechanically identical to the PCI connec-
tor defined in the PC/104 Consortium’s 
PC/104-Plus specification. The main 
difference between StackPC-PCI and 
PC/104-Plus is that the PC/104 connec-
tor containing the outdated ISA bus is 
replaced with a high-density connector, 
which incorporates a set of the most 
up-to-date interfaces: 

• Four PCIe x1 links for high-speed 
interconnects with various add-on 
cards (communication, storage, video 
input/output, etc.)

• Six USB 2.0 ports for high-speed 
serial communication or mass storage 
devices

• Two SATA ports for modern and 
high-performance storage systems

• Two Gigabit Ethernet ports for 
industry-standard high-bandwidth 
communication

• LPC bus for low-bandwidth serial and 
parallel communications and other 
input/output equipment

• SPI interface with three slave select 
lines to provide support for analog/
discrete data-acquisition embedded 
systems or nonvolatile memory

• SMBus interface for various 
I2C-compatible sensors and service 
information reading from add-on cards

• Two Fieldbus (FBUS) ports, CAN 2.0, 
or RS-485 with auto-direction support 
for RS-485 communication

• 3 V RTC battery support

Figure 1  |  
The StackPC 
system in 
an individual 
enclosure.

Figure 2  |  
Basic view 
of possible 

StackPC 
layouts.
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Additionally, the new connector occupies less board space than the standard PC/104 con-
nector, which allows more components to be placed onboard and adds more functionality 
to StackPC modules.

Compared to PCI/104-Express Type 1 modules, the PCIe x16 link in StackPC and 
StackPC-PCI modules has been changed to the following set of interfaces: SATA (2 ports), 
USB 2.0 (6 ports), Gigabit Ethernet (2 ports), LPC, SPI (3 slave select lines), and 
Fieldbus interfaces (2 CAN 2.0 or RS-485 ports), which affects only PCI Express x16 
peripheral/multimedia cards. To prevent damage due to the improper stacking of 
different types of modules, there is a special type detection mechanism that ensures 
the power supply is switched off in case the wrong modules are combined. 

HSI usage helps further save board space while providing almost the same interface 
set compared to the StackPC module plus four USB 3.0 ports. FPE extension provides 
an additional PCI Express x16 link (or two SDVO) and a DisplayPort interface for 
multimedia cards. 

StackPC modules maintain mechanical backward compatibility and bridging to PCI/104, 
PC/104-Plus, and PC/104 to provide support for existing products and solutions. Using 
StackPC modules together with special adapters maintains compatibility with all PC/104 
family modules while making it possible to implement high-bandwidth solutions and 
modern processor platforms (see Table 1 for a full comparison between the StackPC and 
PC/104 specifications).
[Table 1 | A comparison of the main features and supported interfaces for PC/104 family modules.]

The connector replacements can extend PC/104’s lifetime by giving it the new interface 
set necessary to build high-performance embedded systems capable of meeting modern 
technical requirements and withstanding competition among a variety of different form 
factors available on the embedded systems market. The industry-standard PCI Express 
bus used in StackPC provides as high-bandwidth a solution for embedded systems as 

Table 1  |  A comparison of the main features and supported interfaces for PC/104 family modules.

PC/104-Plus PCIe/104 
Type1

PCIe/104
Type2 StackPC StackPC

PCI
StackPC

FPE HSI HSI-FPE

ISA 1 – – – – – – –

PCI 4 slots – – – 4 slots – – –

PCIe x1 – 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

PCIe x4 – – 2 1 1 1 1 1

PCIe x16 or 
2x SDVO – 1 – – – 1 – 1

USB 2.0 – 2 2 6 6 6 6 6

USB 3.0 – – – – – – 4 4

SATA – – 2 2 2 2 2 2

GbE – – – 2 2 2 2 2

LPC – – 1 1 1 1 1 1

SPI – – – 3 3 3 3 3

SMBus – 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

RTC Battery – – 1 1 1 1 1 1

Other – – –

2x CAN or  
2x RS-485,
2 Express 

Cards

2x CAN or  
2x RS-485,
2 Express 

Cards

2x CAN or 2x
RS-485,

DisplayPort,
2 Express 

Cards

– DisplayPort

video processing, fast data processing and 
encrypting, high-speed communication, 
and storage using standard PCIe-based 
solutions widely available from a vari-
ety of manufactures. At the same time, 
the legacy 32-bit PCI bus and PC/104 
bridging capabilities provide access to a 
wide range of existing and field-proven 
products. StackPC also provides several 
communication and industry-standard 
buses and interfaces, such as SATA, USB, 
Gigabit Ethernet, LPC, and SPI, which 
are necessary to build a complete, high-
performance data-acquisition system 
that is reliable, less expensive, and more 
efficient. 
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THE BIG YET SMALL PICTURE
Data acquisi t ion and control

Case study: Considerations for 
USB-based data acquisition and 

control to extend test capabilities in 
semiconductor validation

By Marty Wingett and Chris Persidok

New, high-performance USB-based data acquisition products are assisting the influx of USB into new markets. 

Simplicity, availability, flexibility, and a focus on embedded and OEM applications all contribute

to this growing trend. USB is now the simplest and most interoperable choice for vendor neutrality,

compatibility, and flexibility throughout the design cycle.

D
espite the broad selection of new bus technologies over the decades, none 
ever achieved the heights of ubiquity and flexibility now enjoyed by the 
USB interface. USB is available on effectively every computer shipped in 
the last 10 years. Unlike even the ISA bus, which was available on every 
IBM PC, the USB bus even crosses the “PC species boundary” and is

provided on computers from Apple as well. One might compare USB’s broad availability
to the PCI bus, which is also available on both platforms, and at its peak was even
available on the DEC Alpha system – built right onto the CPU package. Only USB, 
however, is available on virtually every computer, including Small Form Factor (SFF) 
systems that don’t have the space for older “slot” cards. Even the 100 mm x 72 mm
Pico-ITX standard offers at least two USB ports. In addition to the SFF, desktop, work-
station, and server systems from every vendor, USB is present in the latest handheld 
devices – including Android tablets and phones.

USB’s vast popularity is due to a combination of many factors that lined up uniquely 
in USB’s favor. Low implementation cost, true plug-and-play, true hot-plug, fast setup 
times, the ability to power devices over the cable, and a flexible, extensible set of software

and protocol standards all combined to 
take the peripheral market by storm. Due 
to its popularity and features, USB has 
revolutionized the way we use – and even 
design – computer-based systems.

An emerging interface in data 
acquisition and control
This revolution has also been felt in the 
Data Acquisition (DAQ) and Control 
market. USB interconnects the majority 
of embedded platforms and makes adding 
system-specific I/O painless. The previ-
ously perceived consumer orientation of 
USB products is changing. Various SFF 
system vendors now offer specific and
targeted USB-based data acquisition
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products for use in the DAQ industry, their product lines aimed directly at the 
embedded and OEM marketplace. Features such as custom USB cables with 
smaller, non-rigid miniature embedded connectors and high-retention designs pre-
vent accidental disconnection of the cable. Steel enclosures with various mounting 
provisions such as DIN rail and mounting plates, extended-temperature options, 
vibration, EMI/ESD management, and even NEMA ratings are now commonplace. 
USB has become the simplest and most interoperable choice for vendor neutrality, 
compatibility, and flexibility throughout the design cycle.

As USB-based DAQ continues to evolve, industries requiring a broad range of 
measurement and instrumentation products are able to reduce costs and benefit 
greatly from modular and easily upgradeable USB solutions. One such industry is 
semiconductor manufacturing (Figure 1). This highly specialized and multi-step 
process requires devices to be subjected to a great deal of electrical testing to ensure 
proper function. Prior to the advent of PC-based solutions, semiconductor testing 
relied on expensive, proprietary, rack-mounted, or stand-alone instruments. Such 

legacy products are costly and not easily
upgradeable. USB solutions provide 
both low-cost and simple, highly flexible 
upgrades.
[Figure 1 | As semiconductors become increasingly complex, flexible and cost-efficient test systems are required for a broad range of measurement and instrumentation platforms]

Semiconductor validation and 
debug concerns
Recently, a major semiconductor manu-
facturer was looking for an effective and 
cost-efficient solution to implement in their 
semiconductor validation lab. Primary
concerns involved dramatically lower-
ing the costs of the current proprietary 
hardware solution without sacrificing 
performance. Additionally, the desire 
to continue to use their existing soft-
ware architecture was imperative. As 
chip designs become more complex and
volumes increase, advanced test and vali-
dation systems are required to manage 
cycle time and control costs. A dedicated 
yet platform-independent instrumentation 
and test platform is essential to balance 
the ongoing and ever-growing demands 
of semiconductor validation with the cost-
control of capital equipment purchases. 

Specifically, the system needed to be
capable of exercising load and test 
parameters via digital and analog outputs 
on coolant flow, thermal heads, power 
supplies, and perform Unit Under Test 
(UUT) stimulation. Tantamount to this 
was the requirement to precisely moni-
tor the process by signal conditioning and 
calibrating the outputs of very low-level 
sensors such as Type T thermocouples,
junction temperature diodes, and non-
standard Resistance Temperature
Detectors (RTDs). Across the measure-
ment spectrum were pressure transducer 
and flow sensor outputs, and the attenua-
tion of power supply outputs from 0 V to 
30 V down to 0 V to 10 V. 

All control hardware needed to be 
dependable and fail-safe to prevent yield 
losses in case some part of the system 

Figure 1  |  As semiconductors become 
increasingly complex, flexible and cost-efficient 
test systems are required for a broad range of 
measurement and instrumentation platforms.
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becomes inoperable. Specific hardware requirements were generally in groups of eight 
per system, with scalability of up to 72 such input channels:

• Analog outputs to control the validation process variables
• Type T thermocouple inputs with cold junction compensation
• Junction-temperature diodes
• 1,000 ohm RTDs
• Power supply output level analog inputs
• Digital outputs to control thermal heads and flow controllers
• 0-1 VDC digital inputs to monitor semiconductor signals directly

USB-based DAQ solution 
Validation lab engineers quickly realized that the best solution was a USB-based DAQ 
system. The 16-bit, high-speed USB DAQ system they developed included hardware 
auto-calibration, using factory-configured signal conditioning cards to interface with 
each signal type on the requirements list, including input attenuation to reduce the power 
supply outputs to a level suitable for introduction to the A/D. 

Significant cost and resource savings were realized by replacing the expensive, propri-
etary modular instrumentation approach with a platform-independent USB DAQ system. 
This system would not be tied to a specific hardware platform or software platform, 
working in virtually all system environments. The fail-safe requirements of the test 
system threatened to derail the project, but the flexibility afforded by the USB design 
allowed for the USB I/O modules to detect a loss of communication and set all analog 
and digital outputs to neutral values – even if the host computer was unplugged. The 
DAQ-PACK from ACCES I/O Products, Inc. (Figure 2) offered high levels of customiza-
tion and flexibility out-of-the-box, and was integrated into a custom system enclosure 
with thermocouple connectors and a docking station for a netbook or laptop. Further cost 
savings were realized by the customer integrating the OEM version of the DAQ-PACK 
into existing enclosures and systems by simply using an available USB port (Figure 3).
[Figure 2 | The 16-bit, high-speed USB multifunction DAQ-PACK system from ACCES includes auto-calibration and specific signal conditioning types for up to 140 multifunction I/O channels.]

[Figure 3 | The OEM version of the DAQ-PACK allows for integration with existing systems and enclosures by connecting the board stack to a single USB port.]

The pre-existing control software package used in this case was National Instruments’ 
LabVIEW, which offers simple integration with thousands of hardware devices. This 
seamless integration with the DAQ-PACK hardware minimized development time and 
permitted a similar, familiar software interface to be used.

Technologic
S Y S T E M S

We use our stuff.

visit our TS-7800 powered website at

www.embeddedARM.com
(480) 837-5200

Most products ship next day

Custom configurations and designs w/ 
excellent pricing and turn-around time

Open Source Vision

Over 25 years in business

Never discontinued a product

64MB DDR-RAM

480Mbit/s USB, Ethernet, PoE option

RS-232, RS-485, CAN, RTC

Customizable FPGA - 5K LUT

Boots Linux 2.6.24 in < 3 seconds

Micro-SD Card slot

Power via 5-12 VDC, USB, PoE (opt.)

qty 1 185

Low power (3.2 watts), fanless

Engineers on Tech Support

Powered by a

250 MHz ARM9 CPU

Un-brickable, boots from SD or flash

Optional DIN mountable enclosure

TS-WIFIBOX-2

Ideal for gateway or firewall, protocol 
converter, web server, WiFi audio, 
and unattended remote applications

A Complete Solution for
802.11g WiFi Applications

256MB ultra-reliable XNAND drive

Header with SPI and 11 DIO

Figure 2  |  The 16-bit, high-speed 
USB multifunction DAQ-PACK 
system from ACCES includes 
auto-calibration and specific 
signal conditioning types for up to 
140 multifunction I/O channels.

Figure 3  |  The OEM version 
of the DAQ-PACK allows 

for integration with existing 
systems and enclosures by 

connecting the board stack to a 
single USB port.
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The best hardware solution oftentimes 
requires engineers to have cumulative 
years of measurement and control exper-
tise. The industrial marketplace for USB 
is still unfolding and it is important to 
be educated on what will work and what 
won’t work for a particular application. 
Applications may require specifications 
that are not attainable when using USB 
hardware. These borderline applications 
are centered around high-speed synchro-
nous measurement – anything needing 
low-latency “real-time” data. In this case, 
the customer’s throughput and latency 
requirements were a perfect match for a 
USB DAQ solution.

A long future for USB
USB in general provides many advan-
tages for DAQ applications. Simplicity, 
performance, space-saving, low-cost, 
availability, installation, and servicing 
make USB I/O a natural and easy fit for 
numerous embedded applications. All of 
this is fine, but what happens tomorrow? 
Busses come and go, and USB for embed-
ded and industrial I/O is a new idea. How 
long will designs incorporating USB last?

Given the market penetration and amaz-
ing breadth of devices currently available 
for USB, unmatched by any bus in his-
tory, USB will be available on PCs and 
SBCs for the foreseeable future. The 
USB Implementers Forum continues 
to develop the standard, improving and 
expanding upon the underlying technolo-
gies. Wireless USB and USB 3.0 will fill 
useful roles in the future, further reducing 
cabling costs, increasing bandwidth, and 
improving latency. 

All of the planned directions for USB growth retain backward compatibility with the 
existing mountain of devices and software available today. USB 1.1 or 2.0 I/O devices 
can be plugged into a USB 3.0 computer port and run the same software applications 
without modification. This compatibility eliminates any concern about the lifespan USB 
may have.

USB continues to develop in the OEM and embedded marketplace. Current popular
form factors are quickly being supplanted in the hearts and minds of the industry
by newer and ever-smaller systems such as the Pico-ITX and nanoETXexpress form
factors. USB’s OEM and embedded features include the tiny (72 mm x 60 mm)
USB/PICO form factor, PC/104 mounting compatibility, high retention USB connectors, 
and micro-fit embedded USB header. This re-use of the existing mechanical standards 
allows for maximum flexibility in OEM applications by leveraging existing enclosure 
and mounting infrastructures while avoiding the limitations of pass-through stacking 
modules and slot-cards. Future generations of embedded systems will only get better as 
underlying USB technologies continue to improve.

Marty Wingett is a Senior Applications Engineer at ACCES I/O 
Products, Inc. and has been with the company for 14 years. His 
previous real-world field experience includes National Steel and 
Shipbuilding Co. (NASSCO), where he headed up the testing 
of shipboard systems, and Square D Company where he tested 
microprocessor-controlled UPS systems. Marty also spent six
years in the U.S. Navy, educated in Electrical Engineering, where 
duties included maintaining shipboard communication and main 
engine monitoring systems.

Chris Persidok is the Director of Marketing at ACCES I/O 
Products, Inc. Chris has spent 20 years at ACCES and holds a
B.S. in Business Administration with an emphasis in Global 
Marketing from California State University, San Marcos.
Chris is responsible for product development and marketing, 
business development, and public relations.

ACCES I/O Products, Inc.
mwingett@accesio.com • cpersidok@accesio.com  •  contactus@accesio.com

www.accesio.com
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Staying connected on rough rides

Can you hear me now? The answer is “of course” when Eurotech’s DynaVIS 10-00
connected rugged display is handling communications networks, even in harsh
environments. Built-in GPS also helps pinpoint its location. A wide range of
communications interfaces – wired and wireless, including WiFi, 3G, and GbE – allows 
the platform to fit in rail, bus, and other demanding vehicle applications. It’s also ready to 
handle some pretty tough industrial environments with a -25 °C to +55 °C operating temp. 
range and a 95 percent humidity rating, in addition to an IP65 rating and compliance
with a host of railway standards such as shock and vibration.

The display has a 5.7" resistive color touchscreen with a backlit ±70° viewing angle dis-
play. Based on a 1.1 GHz Intel Atom processor, it has some horsepower while still staying low power at 19 W. And even though it’s 
compact at 230 mm x 140 mm x 61.7 mm, it still has a full load of connectivity features with optoinsulated I/Os, serial ports,
and USB in addition to a range of power supply options. Taking the DynaVIS 10-00 on the road is an easy choice.

Eurotech  •  www.eurotech.com
http://opsy.st/vfwwfQ
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An in-vehicle PC built for speed and performance
Fast cars can’t be held up with a slow start. Portwell’s PCS-8277 in-vehicle telematics PC keeps embedded 
transportation systems fast by beating the clock with a 5-second boot time, even while loaded with high-
performance features. And unlike some high-maintenance Ferrari, this speed racer is easy to maintain.

It boasts an AMD G-T56N 1.6 GHz processor and a Radeon HD 6310 graphics engine in a fanless
design, and Coreboot technology upshifts the traditional x86-based platform with a fast boot feature.
Communication is a breeze with 3.5G, WLAN, Bluetooth, and GPS support. An externally accessible
HDD/SSD bay makes maintenance and upgrade easier. MIL-STD-810F certification renders vibration
during harsh off-roading a non-factor, while an intelligent delayed boot/shutoff mechanism with surge
protection also helps the system stay reliable in sometimes-unpredictable transportation environments. Put the pedal to the metal for in-vehicle
signage, in-bus and -train surveillance systems, fleet dispatch, and remote management applications with the PCS-8277.

American Portwell Technology, Inc.  •  www.portwell.com  •  http://opsy.st/uQZvSd

Blending smartphones and SBCs
When you think about how much more advanced today’s smartphones are than the computer on something 
as mission critical as the Apollo 11, it’s no wonder Blue Chip Technology looked to smartphone chip tech 
when designing their RE2 SBC. The company says they wanted to exploit the maximum performance, minimal 
footprint, reliability, and low power usage seen in smart phones for a compact and feature-rich SBC. It
accomplishes this with an ARM Cortex A8 processor, Texas Instruments C64x DSP, and a range of peripherals.

The high-performance unit comes with GPS, GPRS, WiFi, Bluetooth, and networking peripherals, along with USB, camera, audio, and powerful 
graphics capabilities. The Cortex A8 and C64x DSP combination allows it to handle intense graphics processing while not taking away from
the peripherals. Typical power usage is around 2 W, so it won’t break the power bank in in-vehicle applications. And a -40 °C to +85 °C extended 
temperature availability makes the RE2 a good fit for high-performance rugged industrial applications such as graphical HMI modules.

Blue Chip Technology Ltd.
www.bluechiptechnology.co.uk
http://opsy.st/vfkEKN

Since 1985
OVER

YEARS OF

SINGLE BOARD

SOLUTIONS
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Phone: (618) 529-4525 Fax: (618) 457-0110 www.emacinc.com� �

2.6 KERNEL

EQUIPMENT MONITOR AND CONTROL

Low Cost, Low Power PC/104+

PCM-3362
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Intel® Atom Fanless N450 Processor
Low Power Consumption
3 Serial ports
PC/104+ Expansion
4 USB 2.0 Host Ports
Gig Ethernet & Audio
PS/2 mouse & keyboard
1 SATA supporting 2 drives
2 GB On-Board Flash
Dual Independent Display: CRT + LVDS
Linux, Embedded XP or Windows CE OS Options

The PCM-3362's design is based on the PC/104+ form factor and provides

expansion support via ISA & PCI Busses. The PCM-3362 gives developers

a low power, low cost and scalable platform that can fit into the tightest

places. On-board features include: 3 serial ports, 4 USB 1.1/2.0 ports, a

Gig Ethernet port, an Audio port and a PS/2 keyboard/mouse interface. For

Rugged applications the 2GB of on-board flash can be utilized in place of a

hard drive. Pricing starts at $339.00 and includes integration and testing!
For more info visit:

www.emacinc.com/sbc_pc_compatible/pcm_3362.htm

An SSD to take anywhere
Your data is going nowhere, even if you find yourself in some far-
reaching and rugged conditions. Emphase’s Slim SATA S6 solid 
state storage flash drive was designed to go through industrial 
and other rugged environments unscathed, without
sacrificing capacity or performance. And it’s
designed to keep it up for years –
more than 4 million hours MTBF,
Emphase says – with minimal
performance degradation.

It’s capable of 2 to 128 GB of
storage space, and transfer
speeds of up to 230 MBps read and
180 MBps write. A wear-leveling algorithm
that can distinguish between static and dynamic data extends
the drive’s life for more reliability. Optional conformal coating
can help it get through tough conditions like up to 90 percent 
humidity, 1,500 g/0.5 ms shock, 20 g vibration, and an extended 
temperature range of -40 °C to +80 °C. The 4 mm thick drive 
uses SLC NAND flash in a 54 mm x 39 mm x 6.8 mm MO-297 
JEDEC standard package that fits in Mini-ITX and Nano-ITX form 
factors, no matter where they are.

Emphase  •  www.emphase.com
http://opsy.st/tkBWGc
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800-824-3163 | 541-485-8575 | www.VersaLogic.com / tiger

Recipient of the VDC  
Platinum Vendor Award  

for five years running!

This Tiger is as solid as a rock!
Low power Intel Atom Z5xx processor on a PC/104-Plus form factor 

VersaLogic’s new “Tiger” single board computer is compact and rugged on a 
3.6” x 4.5” PC/104-Plus form factor. Featuring the low power Intel® Atom™ 
Z5xx (Menlow XL) processor, the Tiger packs powerful 1.6 GHz 
performance backed by legendary VersaLogic quality. It’s available 
in both commercial (0º to +60ºC) and industrial (-40º to +85ºC ) 
temperature versions!

 Intel Atom Z5xx processor up to 1.6 GHz
 Low power, 6W (typical)
 True industrial temp. version (-40º to +85ºC)
 High-performance video and HD audio
 Gigabit Ethernet
 Up to 2 GB DDR2 RAM
 PCI & ISA expansion
 Fanless operation

Add VersaLogic’s long-term (5+ year) product availability guarantee and 
customization options and feel the power of the Tiger!

With more than 30 years experience delivering extraordinary support and on-time 
delivery, VersaLogic has perfected the art of service, one customer at a time. 
Experience it for yourself. Call 800-824-3163 for more information!

EDITOR’S
CHOICE

Taking transportation over the ‘Sandy Bride’

When high-performance processing is a must in harsh conditions, old 
processors and inferior graphics capabilities won’t cut it. That’s why 
Advanced Digital Logic’s ADLQM67PC SBC uses a (Sandy Bridge)
2nd Gen Intel Core i7 processor and Intel’s HD Graphics 300 engine 
with Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX). The QM67 PCH’s PCI-Express 
I/O provides 5 Gbps bandwidth, twice the speed of 1st Gen i7 or
Core 2 Duo platforms. All this power still leaves room for many other 
useful features in rugged applications.

The SBC has a variety of I/O ports, including discrete 16-bit digital I/O, 
VGA, LVDS, HDMI, and DisplayPort interfaces. Additionally, it comes
with 2x RS232 COM ports, 2x SATA 6 Gbps with RAID support,
8x USB 2.0, two bootable GbE LAN, HDA 7.1, and Type 1 bottom-stacking PCI Express v2.0
supporting a Gen2 throughput of 5 GT/s. All this comes in a 4.5" x 3.8" PCI/104-Express form factor.
Extreme temperatures won’t slow it down with a -25 °C to +70 °C temperature range and an extended -40 °C to +85 °C
version available, and active and passive thermal solutions keep it from overheating. For transportation and railway applications 
that require high-performance capabilities, it’s hard to go wrong with a Sandy Bridge-based SBC.

Advanced Digital Logic
www.adl-usa.com
http://opsy.st/vPyT3g

Editor’s Choice Products are drawn from OSM’s product database and press releases. Vendors may add their new products and submit press releases at http://submit.opensystemsmedia.com.
OSM reserves the right to publish products based on editors’ discretion alone, and does not guarantee publication of any product entries.
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PDSi’s AMD Socket S1 COM Express Module (COMX-S1) is a low cost, compact, 
embeddable computing core with the capability to drive a broad range of OEM 
applications. Built around AMD’s x86-based Socket S1 processors, it enables 64-bit 
computing at a progression of performance levels from the ultra low-power AMD 
Sempron™ 2100+ (perfect for fanless applications) to the dual-core muscle of the 
AMD Turion™ X2 TL62.

The Computer-on-Module design is fully compliant with PICMG COM Express Type 
2 specifi cations, offering a large variety of interfaces to cover the needs of most 
embedded applications. The AMD M690/SB600 chipset provides I/O versatility, 
with interfaces for high speed data, audio, high-resolution graphics and more. 
PDSi’s companion COM Express Carrier Board (COMX-CB) provides a plug-and-go 
platform with physical ports for virtually all of the I/O types supported by the COM 
Express Module.

Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc. AMD Socket S1 COM Express Module

www.pinnacle.com  •  info.sales@pinnacle.com smallformfactors.com/p346810
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SOM-5890 is a 2nd generation Intel® Core™ i7/i5/i3/Celeron processor based solution on a COM-Express 
R2.0 basic module with type 6 pin-out. This new model supports non-ECC or ECC DDR3 1333MHz SODIMM 
up to 16 GB, and advanced I/O interfaces such as PCI Express Gen 2, SATA Gen 3, and USB 2.0. SOM-5890
is integrated with a new HD graphics core for powerful graphic processing and multiple-display capability 
like HDMI or DisplayPort. With over 20% improvement on CPU performance, SOM-5890 is ideal for perfor-
mance display-driven and I/O rich applications such as telecom, fi nance, medical, gaming, digital signage, 
video conference, and networking.

Advantech Corporation SOM-5890

www.advantech.com/embcore smallformfactors.com/p364745

COM Express 25, 26
Sponsored by Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
 Advantech Corporation
 Kontron
 X-ES

3.5-inch 26
 Advanced Micro Devices (AMD)

COM/SOM 26
 EMAC, Inc.

Additional form factors 27
 Advanced Micro Peripherals
 Advantech Corporation

Displays 27
 EarthLCD.com

Industrial automation 27
 Advanced Micro Devices (AMD)

MicroATX 27
 Advantech Corporation

Mini-ITX 28
 Advantech Corporation
 Kontron

PC/104 28
 Douglas Electronics
 PEAK-System Technik GmbH

PCI/104-Express 28
 Advanced Digital Logic, Inc.
 PEAK-System Technik GmbH

PC/104-Plus 29
 Douglas Electronics
 PEAK-System Technik GmbH
 VersaLogic, Corp.
 
Rugged/Mil-Spec 29
 ADLINK Technology, Inc.
 Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc. 

SUMIT 30
 Diamond Systems Corporation
 VersaLogic, Corp.

2012 BUYER'S GUIDE
COMPLETE INDEX



XPand6000 7.10"L x 2.36"W x 4.88"H natural convection-cooled enclosure, less than 4 pounds fully loaded 
• XPand6001 7.70"L x 4.88"W x 2.10"H natural convection-cooled enclosure, less than 3.75 pounds fully 
loaded • XPand6002 7.70"L x 4.88"W x 1.90"H conduction-cooled enclosure, less than 3.5 pounds fully 
loaded • Supports ruggedized COM Express module • Supports conduction-cooled PMC or XMC module 
• Optional 1.8" or Slim SATA SSD memory module • Integrated MIL-STD-704 28V DC power supply and 
MIL-STD-461E/F EMI fi ltering

X-ES XPand6000 Series Small Form Factor ATR

www.xes-inc.com smallformfactors.com/p365807

Embedded Intel® Atom™ Processor (code named Cedar Trail) + NM10 • Intel Gfx support DX9 and OGL 3.0
• Supports VGA, 18/24-bit LVDS, HDMI/DVI/DisplayPort • Support DDR3 memory up to 1066 4G
• Support 4 PCIex1, 4 PCI Master, LPC, SMBus, I2C Bus, 2 SATAII, EIDE, 8 USB2.0, GbE • Supports 
Advantech iManager and software APIs

Advantech Corporation SOM-6765

www.advantech.com/embcore smallformfactors.com/p365709
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Kontron offers the most expansive portfolio of COM Express compliant and compatible modules. 
Modules range in performance and power consumption from the ultra small, extremely power effi cient 
nanoETXexpress-TT with the newest Intel Atom Exxx processor series all the way up to the top-performing 
ETXexpress-SC featuring 2nd generation Intel® Core™ i7 processors. • COM Express Type 1, Type 2, Type 
6 and Type 10 solutions • Processing performance up to 2.53 GHz Intel® Core™ i7 processors • Integrated 
advanced graphics capability with the AMD G-Series APUs and the Fusion Controller Hub • Other low-
power, CPU-based modules also available • ETXexpress, microETXexpress, nanoETXexpress

Kontron Kontron COM Express Modules

info@us.kontron.com smallformfactors.com/p349269

PDSi’s AMD Socket S1 COM Express Module (COMX-S1) is a low cost, compact, embeddable computing 
core with the capability to drive a broad range of OEM applications. Built around AMD’s x86-based
Socket S1 processors, it enables 64-bit computing at a progression of performance levels from the 
ultra low-power AMD Sempron™ 2100+ (perfect for fanless applications) to the dual-core muscle of the
AMD Turion™ X2 TL62. The Computer-on-Module design is fully compliant with PICMG COM Express Type 
2 specifi cations, offering a large variety of interfaces to cover the needs of most embedded applications. 

Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc. AMD Socket S1 COM Express Module

www.pinnacle.com or info.sales@pinnacle.com smallformfactors.com/p346810
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World’s fi rst integrated circuit to combine a low-power CPU and a discrete-level GPU into a single
embedded Accelerated Processing Unit (APU) • Full DirectX® 11 support • OpenCL™ 1.1 and OpenGL 4.0 
support • Supports dual independent displays via DVI, HDMI, DP, LVDS, VGA • Planned availability of at 
least 5 years • Single- or dual-core 64-bit x86 processor • 64-bit DDR3 SDRAM controller operating at 
frequencies up to 1333MT/s (667MHz) • Full out-of-order instruction execution • Dedicated hardware 
video acceleration (UVD3) • 4x1 or 1x4 PCI Express® interface

Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) G-Series Platform

www.amd.com/embedded smallformfactors.com/p365805

The SoM-9G45/9M10 is a System-On-Module (SOM) based on either the Atmel ARM9 AT91SAM9G45 or 
AT91SAM9M10 processor. This fanless ARM9, 400 MHz SOM has an Ethernet PHY included along with
4 serial ports. It utilizes up to 256MB of external DDR2/SDRAM and 1GB of NAND Flash and includes 
an MMU, which allows it to run Linux and Windows CE Operating Systems. The SoM-9G45/9M10 is the 
ideal processor engine for your next design. All of the ARM processor core is included on this tiny board, 
including: Flash, memory, serial ports, Ethernet, I2S audio, PWMs, timer/counters, A/D, digital I/O lines, 
video, clock/calendar, and more. For more info visit: www.emacinc.com/som/som9g45.htm.

EMAC, Inc. SOM-9G45/9M10

www.emacinc.com smallformfactors.com/p362587
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The H264-HD2000 Dual HD PCI/104 H.264 Compression Card is a low latency H.264 encoder available on a 
single PCI/104 form factor board.
Advanced bit rate control modes • Enhanced bandwidth and storage capacity • Dual channel encode at up to 
1080p30 • Single channel encode at up to 1080p60 • Analog HD input (YPbPr, VGA, RGB) • Digital HD input 
(DVI, HDMI) • H.264/MPEG-4 AVC (Part 10) encoder • Ultra Low Latency technology with a latency below 40ms 
• Intra-refresh to improve bandwidth utilization • Multiple encodes of same input with different settings • 
Motion detection • Video Masking • Up to four H264-HD2000 boards per system • PCI/104 form factor

Advanced Micro Peripherals H264-HD2000

www.amp-usa.com smallformfactors.com/p364891

MIO-2260 is designed with the Intel® Atom™ N455 single core processor and DDR3 memory support. This 
all-in-one ultra small embedded SBC measures only 100 x 72 mm (same size as a 2.5" Hard Disk) which 
makes it ideal for space-limited systems and power saving environments. 

MIO-2260 is equipped with multiple I/O expansion and interfaces, as well as Integrated LVDS display 
and touch panel transmission interfaces for achieving high-speed data processing and excellent graphics 
capabilities.

Advantech Corporation MIO-2260

www.advantech.com/embcore smallformfactors.com/p365708

Embedded AMD® G- Series Single Core/Dual Core processor + AMD A50M FCH, 1 x DDR3 memory support 
up to 4 GB • Direct X11, 2D/3D Acceleration, multiple display: 48-bit LVDS, HDMI, VGA • Flexibility design 
for vertical demands, minimum cabling needed, compact design • 2 GbE support, HD Audio, Rich I/O 
interface with 4COM, 2 SATA, 6 USB and GPIO • Supports embedded software APIs and Utilities

Advantech Corporation MIO-5270

www.advantech.com/embcore smallformfactors.com/p365707
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EarthLCD.com has introduced the new ezLCD-301 to its lineup of “smart” touchscreen LCD products. It 
was developed to provide a cost effective, functional and fl exible alternative to character modules, STN, or 
complex graphic displays. It features a 2.6 inch color TFT LCD with 400 x 240 resolution, 180 Nit brightness, 
and integrated four wire resistive touchscreen. The 16 bit LCD controller system includes 4 Mbytes of 
fl ash memory, USB 2.0 and RS232/TTL interfaces. Its small outline of 2.69 x 1.61 inches is viable for 1U 
applications. Serial terminal program included for executing commands. USB programming allows easy 
copying of fonts, bitmaps, and macros to its fl ashdrive, enabling rapid product development.

EarthLCD.com ezLCD-301

store.earthlcd.com/ezLCD-301 smallformfactors.com/p365647

World’s fi rst integrated circuit to combine a low-power CPU and a discrete-level GPU into a single
embedded Accelerated Processing Unit (APU) • Full DirectX® 11 support • OpenCL™ 1.1 and OpenGL 4.0 
support • Supports dual independent displays via DVI, HDMI, DP, LVDS, VGA • Planned availability of at 
least 5 years • Single- or dual-core 64-bit x86 processor • 64-bit DDR3 SDRAM controller operating at 
frequencies up to 1333MT/s (667MHz) • Full out-of-order instruction execution • Dedicated hardware 
video acceleration (UVD3) • 4x1 or 1x4 PCI Express® interface

Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) G-Series Platform

www.amd.com/embedded smallformfactors.com/p365805

AIMB-581 is a new industrial-grade, MicroATX motherboard supporting the latest Intel® Core™i7/i5/i3 
and Intel® Xeon® E3 processors with Q67/B65/C206 chipset. Intel® Core™i7/i5/i3 and Intel® Xeon® series 
processors feature intelligent performance, power effi ciency, and integrated Intel® HD Graphics. 

AIMB-581 comes with high connectivity and expansion options including: one PCIe x16 expansion slot, 
four serial ports, two SATA III 600 MB/s connectors, one CFast SATAII connector, eight USB 2.0 ports,
dual-display output with several display output interface options: VGA, DVI, HDMI and LVDS. 

Advantech Corporation AIMB-581

www.advantech.com/embcore smallformfactors.com/p365710
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AIMB-272 is a Mini-ITX motherboard supporting the latest Intel® Core™i7/i5/i3 and Intel® Celeron® mobile 
CPUs with FCPGA 988 socket. AIMB-272 is capable of SATA RAID 0, 1, 5 & 10 to ensure reliable storage 
and system protection for network-intensive applications.

AIMB-272 comes with high connectivity and expansion options including: one PCIe x16 expansion slot, 
six serial ports, two SATA III 600 MB/s connectors, one CFast SATAII connector, eight USB 2.0 ports, dual-
display output with several display output interface options: VGA, DVI, HDMI and LVDS. 

Advantech Corporation AIMB-272

www.advantech.com/embcore smallformfactors.com/p364744

Kontron motherboards are the ideal solution for embedded applications. As the options for embedded comput-
ing continue to expand, identifying the right choice becomes more complicated and can be very confusing. 
In applications where longevity and risk avoidance must be optimized, Kontron’s experience in a variety of 
markets can lead customers to the solution that meets their technical needs as well as critical programming and 
time-to-market objectives. Kontron’s latest addition to the motherboards portfolio of products is the KTQM67/
mITX based on 2nd Generation Intel® Core i7, i5 and i3 dual and quad core processors paired with the
Intel® QM67 chipset. Each board is designed for processor- and graphics-intensive applications.

Kontron Kontron mini-ITX Motherboards

info@us.kontron.com smallformfactors.com/p349268

Douglas Electronics supplies 27 different interfaces between PC/104 and ISA boards including ridged circuit 
boards as well as fl at cable solutions. Also numerous solutions are available for joining PC/104 stacks.  
Douglas designs custom solutions for interfacing PC/104, PC/104-Plus, ISA, PCI PMC and CompactPCI.

‘Our next design could be for you.’
Call 510-483-8770

Douglas Electronics BX-DE-63/104-3TOP

www.douglas.com smallformfactors.com/p365910

Card to connect 1 or 2 CAN busses to a PC/104 system • Up to four cards can be stacked together
• Bit rates up to 1 Mbit/s • Compliant with CAN specifi cations 2.0A and 2.0B • CAN bus connection via 
D-Sub, 9-pin (in accordance with CiA® 102) • Available as a single or dual channel version. Optionally with 
galvanic isolation • Device drivers for Windows® 7/Vista/XP/Linux (32-bit) and Windows® CE 6.x (x86 
and ARMv4 processor support) • The package is also supplied with the CAN monitor PCAN-View and the
API PCAN-Basic

PEAK-System Technik GmbH PCAN-PC/104

www.peak-system.com smallformfactors.com/p365806

Up to 4GB DDR3-1333 DRAM SoDIMM204 • Type 1 Bottom-Stacking PCIe/104 V2.0 with Gen2 
protocol (2.5 to 5GT/s) • 2x SATA 600 Ports with RAID • 2x 10/100/1000Mbit Ethernet LAN Port •
2x RS232 COM Ports, 8x USB2.0 Ports • Separate Onboard VGA, LVDS, HDMI / DVI, Display Port
• ADL-SST (System Sensor Technology) • Windows XP, XPe, Windows 7, Compact Embedded Support
• Linux Compatible • Operating Range -25° to +70° C (-40° to +85° C available – call sales for details
858-490-0597 or Email: sales@adl-usa.com)

Advanced Digital Logic, Inc. ADLQM67PC PCIe/104 Intel Core i7, 2.2 GHz 

www.adl-usa.com smallformfactors.com/p365608

Card to connect 1 or 2 CAN busses to a PCI/104-Express system • Up to three cards can be stacked together. 
Bit rates up to 1 Mbit/s • Compliant with CAN specifi cations 2.0A and 2.0B • CAN bus connection via 
D-Sub, 9-pin (in accordance with CiA® 102) • Available as a single or dual channel version. Optionally with 
galvanic isolation • Device drivers for Windows® 7/Vista/XP and Linux (32/64-bit) • The package is also 
supplied with the CAN monitor PCAN-View and the API PCAN-Basic

PEAK-System Technik GmbH PCAN-PCI/104-Express

www.peak-system.com smallformfactors.com/p364740
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Douglas Electronics supplies 33 different interfaces between PCI boards and PC/104-Plus or PCI-104 to 
meet a wide variety of physical requirements. Also, we design many custom boards to interconnect PC/104, 
PC/104-Plus, ISA, PCI PMC and CompactPCI boards. We can do small quantities at reasonable cost.

‘Our next design could be for you.’
Call 510-483-8770

Douglas Electronics BX-DE-104+-465

www.douglas.com smallformfactors.com/p365911

Card to connect 1 or 2 CAN busses to a PC/104-Plus system • Up to four cards can be stacked together 
• Bit rates up to 1 Mbit/s • Compliant with CAN specifi cations 2.0A and 2.0B • CAN bus connection
via D-Sub, 9-pin (in accordance with CiA® 102) • Available as a single or dual channel version. Optionally 
with galvanic isolation • Device drivers for Windows® 7/Vista/XP/Linux (32/64-bit) and Windows® CE 6.x 
(x86 and ARMv4 processor support) • The package is also supplied with the CAN monitor PCAN-View and 
the API PCAN-Basic

PEAK-System Technik GmbH PCAN-PC/104-Plus

www.peak-system.com smallformfactors.com/p345620

VersaLogic’s new “Tiger” single board computer is compact and rugged on a 3.6" x 4.5" PC/104-Plus
form factor. Featuring the low power Intel® Atom™ Z5xx (Menlow XL) processor, the Tiger packs powerful 
1.6 GHz performance backed by legendary VersaLogic quality. It’s available in both commercial (0° to 
+60°C) and industrial (-40° to +85°C) temperature versions!
Add VersaLogic’s long-term (5+ year) product availability guarantee and customization options and feel the 
power of the Tiger! VersaLogic has perfected the art of service, one customer at a time. Experience it for 
yourself. Call 800-824-3163 for more information!

VersaLogic, Corp. Tiger

www.VersaLogic.com/Tiger smallformfactors.com/p365321

The VL-EPM-E2 is an embedded PC/104-Plus expansion module featuring dual Fast Ethernet ports for
high-performance networking. Designed for full industrial temperature (-40° to +85°C) operation, the
VL-EPM-E2 meets MIL-STD-202G specifi cations and is available with optional latching connectors for use 
in harsh environments.

VersaLogic Corp. VL-EPM-E2

www.VersaLogic.com smallformfactors.com/p365854

Best Application-Specifi c Platform with Versatile ADLINK IO Cards: Matrix MXC Expandable Series 
combines high-end controllers with expandable slot capability, powered by a choice of Intel® Processors. 
Enabling exceptional computing performance for the most demanding applications, the MXC series provides 
industry-leading durability with cable-free internal architecture and extended temperature functionality in 
an exceptionally rugged and compact package. PCI/PCIe expansion slots enhance full compatibility with 
ADLINK add-on cards, optimizing the perfect controller for individual design needs. With a long product 
life and easy installation, the MXC Expandable Series provides a complete embedded computing solution.

ADLINK Technology, Inc. MXC-6000

www.adlinktech.com smallformfactors.com/p365620

These SATA Storage Modules are offered in both PMC and XMC formats. Both provide high capacity SATA 
storage using compact 1.8 inch hard disk (HDD) or solid state drives (SSD) – up to 300GB of storage 
is available depending on drive type. Whether confi gured with an economical rotating HDD or with a 
highly shock-resistant SSD, these low profi le modules fi t comfortably into VITA 42.3-compatible VME, 
CompactPCI®, AdvancedTCA®, and PCI Express processor boards without risk of mechanical interference.

Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc. PMC-SD18 and XMC-SD18 SATA HDD/SDD

www.pinnacle.com   •   info.sales@pinnacle.com smallformfactors.com/p349010
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AAEON Electronics, Inc.
NanoCOM-TCW2

www.smallformfactors.com/p365753

Acromag, Inc.
IOS-7400 UL Class 1 Div 2

www.smallformfactors.com/p365657

ADLINK Technology, Inc.
MXC-6000

www.smallformfactors.com/p365620

Advanced Micro Peripherals, Ltd.
VCODEC-H264-D4

www.smallformfactors.com/p365811

Ajax Systems Corp.
AVS 91601

www.smallformfactors.com/p364853

Alphi Technology Corporation
XPC-1553-S

www.smallformfactors.com/p365346

Avalue Technology Inc.
ECM-QB

www.smallformfactors.com/p363992

Cogent Computer Systems, Inc.
CSB1724-88F6282 

www.smallformfactors.com/p365812

Creative Electronic Systems
GPIO-8439

www.smallformfactors.com/p363859

Data Device Corporation
SB-36330CX

www.smallformfactors.com/p365570

Dataforth Corporation
8B isoLynx SLX300

www.smallformfactors.com/p363856

Embest Info & Tech Co., Ltd.
SBC6845 SAM9G45 Single Board Computer

www.smallformfactors.com/p365674

Emerson Network Power Embedded Computing
KR8 and MCASE series

www.smallformfactors.com/p365087

EPT, Inc. USA
Pressfit PC/104 and PC/104+ connectors

www.smallformfactors.com/p334033

Freescale Semiconductor
P4080COME-DS-PB

www.smallformfactors.com/p365661

Marvell 
ARMADA 628

www.smallformfactors.com/p363870

NEXCOM International Co. LTD.
EBC 545

www.smallformfactors.com/p365815

Pinnacle Data Systems
ComputeNode CompactPCI Chassis Products

www.smallformfactors.com/p362584

RadiSys Corporation
Procelerant CEQM67

www.smallformfactors.com/p364388

SANBlaze Technology, Inc.
SB PMC-FC4

www.smallformfactors.com/p365641

SECO s.r.l.
M671R

www.smallformfactors.com/p344817

Sensoray Co., Inc.
Model 2444

www.smallformfactors.com/p348511

Servo2Go.com
DMC-41x3

www.smallformfactors.com/p364360

Spectracom Corporation
TPRO/TSAT-PCI

www.smallformfactors.com/p344548

SYSGO AG
PikeOS

www.smallformfactors.com/p345811

VarTech Systems Inc.
VT320VHB

www.smallformfactors.com/p364664

VIA Technologies, Inc.
VIA ART-5450 

www.smallformfactors.com/p364761

WIN Enterprises, Inc.
PL-80320

www.smallformfactors.com/p365817

     Additional products

     available at

     www.smallformfactors.com

Aurora is a rugged SUMIT-ISM form factor SBC based on the 1.6GHz Intel Atom Z530 CPU. Aurora supports 
up to 2GB of SO-DIMM SDRAM and provides high-resolution LVDS and SDVO graphics. I/O ports include 
SATA, USB, serial, digital I/O, Gigabit Ethernet, and optional on-board USB flash disk. Flexible system 
expansion is based on stackable PC/104 and SUMIT-A modules. Aurora’s power-efficient design leverages 
Intel’s ultra-low-power Atom Z530P processor and US15W chipset, which are positioned on the board’s 
underside for efficient heat removal via a heatspreader for wide-temperature, fanless operation.

Diamond Systems Corporation Aurora

www.diamondsystems.com smallformfactors.com/p363869

The VL-EPHs-S1 expansion module is a 90 mm x 32 mm (3.54" x 1.26") mezzanine card that provides 
SATA interface capabilities for any SUMIT-based embedded system. The on-board SATA controller supports 
two SATA drives in normal, RAID 0 (Fast), or RAID 1 (Safe) configuration.

VersaLogic Corp. VL-EPHs-S1

www.VersaLogic.com smallformfactors.com/p365855
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CoreExpress®: These very small, low power modules  a SFF-SIG* standard lend
themselves to a myriad of mobile applications. Our no-charge remote monitoring app,
LEMT, is supported on all modules.

C o r e E x p r e s s ®  a n d  t h e  C o r e E x p r e s s ® - l o g o  a r e  r e g i s t e r e d  t r a d e m a r k s  o f  s f f - s i g

One Source For All COM Needs
Effi cient, fl exible, and scalable Computer-On-Modules and Carrier Boards for your unique requirements

CoreExpress-A310
CoreExpress
Armada 310, 0.6 ... 1.0 GHz
1GB RAM, SDIO, GbE, SATA, PCI Express, LEMT

CoreExpress-ECO2
CoreExpress
Atom™ E6xxT, 1.1 ... 1.6 GHz
2 GB RAM, PCI Express, SDVO, 2 SATA Ports, GbE, LEMT

Toucan-QM57
COM Express, 
Core™ i7,1.06 ... 2.53 GHz
8 GB XR-DIMM
2 Display Ports, PCI Express, 8 USB 2.0 host ports,
GbE, Raid Support, LEMT

Toucan-TC
COM Express compact,
Atom™ E6xxT, 1.1 ... 1.6 GHz
2 GB RAM
CAN, GbE, PCI, PCI Express, SDVO, SSD, LEMT

Custom carrier board development
LiPPERT not only delivers the Computer modules 

but also offers help when it comes to designing the 

required customized carrier board. 

COM Express®:  Well-known standard for flexible customized computers. 
LEMT condition monitoring is supported.

As experienced designers of 

embedded PC systems, we 

help you to bring your specialized 

device to the market in the fastest possible way.  
C O M  E x p re s s ®  a n d  t h e  C O M  E x p re s s ® - l o g o  a re  r e g i s t e re d  t r a d e m a r k s  o f  P I C M G

LiPPERT Embedded Computers Inc. 
2220 Northmont Parkway Suite 250 
Duluth, GA 30096
Phone +1 (770) 295 0031 · Fax +1 (678) 417 6273
ussales@lippertembedded.com · www.lippertembedded.com



 Call 817-274-7553 or Visit 
www.winsystems.com/EPX-C380P
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Ask about our 30-day 
product evaluation

 A 1.66GHz Intel®AtomTM

Industrial SBC of 
EPIC Proportions

Plus

-40ºC to +85ºC


